ARCHITECTS AND THE GREAT EAST JAPAN EARTHQUAKE
4  ESSAY: Initiatives by Architects Since 3.11 / Taro Igarashi
8  Timeline of Architects’ Actions Since the Great East Japan Earthquake, Senhiko Nakata Laboratory, Miyagi University
11  Ark of Bamboo, Toki Laboratory, University of Shiga prefecture, Takahashi Kogyo
12  Container Temporary Housing in Onagawa, Voluntary Architects' Network / Shigeru Ban Architects
17  ARK NOVA, Lucerne Festival, KAJIMOTO, Arata Isozaki, Anish Kapoor, Yasuhisa Toyota, David Staples
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18  Yuriage Renaissance Project, Association to examine the Renaissance and the Community Development of Yuriage, Yoshimasa Konno, Shoichi Haryu, Youko Yanagisawa
20  Revival Proposals for Kamaishi, Toyo Ito & Associates, Architects
22  Takadai Project, Jun Aoki, Senhiko Nakata, Toru Nakaki, Tetsuo Nishizawa, Masayuki Oishi, Yuishi Akasaka, Tamayo Iemura
24  Ishinomaki Old Town Revival Project, Ishinomaki 2.0
26  ArchiAid: A Reconstruction Support Network of Architects, Shoko Fukuya
28  Summer Camp on the Oshika Peninsula, Ayukawa-hama Revival Project Study Plan, Kazuhiro Kojima + Maki Onishi / Y-GSA Kojima Studio
30  Summer Camp on the Oshika Peninsula, Yagawa-hama Revival Project Study Plan, Tsukamoto Laboratory, Tokyo Institute of Technology
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32  ESSAY: Towards a vigorous future Possibilities for Post 3.11 / Ken Tadashi Oshima
34  Hiroshi Senju Museum Karuizawa, Office of Ryue Nishizawa
36  Teshima Art Museum, Office of Ryue Nishizawa
38  Toyo Ito Museum of Architecture, Imabari, Steel Hut
42  Sun Moon Lake Administration Office of Tourism Bureau, Norihiko Dan and Associates
44  Villa Vista, Shigeru Ban Architects Europe
46  House in Sri Lanka, Tadao Ando Architect & Associates
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</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>100</td>
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<td>102</td>
<td>Double Helix House, onishimaki + hyakudayuki architects / o+h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>104</td>
<td>Mist House, Makoto Takei + Chie Nabeshima / TNA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>106</td>
<td>White Hut and Tilia Japonica, Takahashi Maki + Shiokami Daisuke / Takahashi Maki and Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>108</td>
<td>House of Velocities, Sambuichi Architects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>110</td>
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HOUSE GENEALOGY, ATELIER BOW-WOW : ALL 42 HOUSES

4 Dialog: Strangely Orthodox / Andrew Wilson, Yoshiharu Tsukamoto, Momoyo Kaijima

10 Façade
136 Data/Profile

42 WORKS

SUBURBAN HOUSE
12 Ani House
18 Mini House
22 Das House
24 JIG
26 Gae House
32 Loco House
34 Juicy House
36 Gaku House
38 Nora House
42 Ikushima Library
46 Terrace House

URBAN HOUSE
50 Shallow House
52 Kus House
56 Aco House
58 House & Atelier Bow-Wow
64 House Tower
68 Sway House
72 Bokutei

MACHIYA: TOWNHOUSE
74 Machiya Guest House
76 Tread Machiya
78 Tower Machiya
80 Split Machiya

VILLA
84 PALETTE
86 Kawanishi Camping Cottage B
90 Moth House
92 House Asama
96 House Saiko
98 Log Saiko
100 Izu House
104 Black Dog House
106 House Crane
110 Double Chimney
112 Pony Garden
116 Mountain House
120 Beach House
124 Izu Book Cafe

CONCEPT HOUSE
128 Articulator’s House
129 House without Depth
130 Eco-System Apartment
131 House of Weeds
132 Small Case Study House
134 House Jungle-gym
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NEXT GENERATION MANIFESTATIONS OF ARCHITECTS UNDER 35

4 Essay: A Generation for Whom the Design of Soil Leads to Architecture / Jun Aoki

124 Data

51 WORKS OF 18 ARCHITECTS
403 ARCHITECTURE [DAJIBA] TORU YADA, TAKUMA TSUJI, TAKEHI HASHIMOTO
10 The Grid of Santen
12 The Floor of Atsumi
14 The Wall of Zudaji
16 The Difference of Ebitsuuka
18 The Ceiling of Tomitsuka

ONISHIMAKI + HYOKUDAYUKI ARCHITECTS/O+H MAKI ONISHI, YUKI HYAKUDA
20 Double Helix House
24 Weekend House in Sengataki

KEI KAIHOH ARCHITECTS KEI KAIHOH
26 Extension N

HAP + TAKASHI YONEZAWA
30 Kumon -Private School + -
34 Passing Through Under Large Roof Machiya Carrying Hermitage Pickaback
35 Secret Base in Kakuozan

SHINGO MASUDA + KATSUHISA OTSUBO SHINGO MASUDA, KATSUHISA OTSUBO
36 A Small Room
37 Threshold of House Street Garden & Neighbor
40 Little Hilltop with Wind View
42 Boundary Window

FUMINORI NOUSAKU ARCHITECTS FUMINORI NOUSAKU
44 Tower Apartment
46 Steel House

CAMP DESIGN YUSUKE FUJITA
48 String Lattice
52 Hanahata Housing Renovation Project

KONNO CHIE KONNO
54 Sunny Loggia House
58 ROOFED SPACE

KYO ARCHITECTURE ATELIER TOMOTAKA KYO
60 Ceramics Art Center, Beijng Hutong Siheyuan
64 House Renovation N

NARUSE INOKUMA ARCHITECTS YURI NARUSE, JUN INOKUMA
66 Riku Cafe
70 THE SCAPE (R) FabCafe
UNEMORI ARCHITECTS HIROYUKI UNEMORI
72 House on Yamate Street
76 Small House

DORELL.GHOTMEH.TANE/ARCHITECTS TSUYOSHI TANE
78 “Memory Field” The Estonian National Museum
80 “LUCE TEMPO LUOGO” TOSHIBA MILANO SALONE
82 PLAY 2 PLAY interfering dimensions
83 The Miraculous Mandarin
84 Evolution Wall DGT Research Works

RHYTHMDESIGN KEN-ICHIRO IDE
86 House in Iizuka
88 House in Tomigusuku
89 House in Onnason

ASSISTANT MEGUMI MATSUBARA, HIROI ARIYAMA
90 House of 33 Years
94 WINDSCAPE
95 WITH/WITHOUT ME

STUDIO VELOCITY KENTARO KURIHARA, MIHO IWATSUKI
96 Sky-view Ground Floor, City-like Top Floor
100 Forest House in the City
102 House Open to the City
104 Aichi Sangyo University Educational Center for Language and IT (tentative name)

SUGAWARADAISUKE DAISUKE SUGAWARA
106 Temporary Housing of Rikuzentakata
110 Office in Forest

Takahashi Ippei Office Ippei Takahashi
112 Shichigahama Nursery
116 House in N LRT Terminal

Chuoarchi Daisuke Kamiryo, Kayoko Sakashita, Yusuke Matsumoto
118 Jingumae Building
122 The Residence in Motoasakusa
ESSAY
4  Alchemical Devices / Tom Heneghan
6  My views of Kumiko Inui / Taira Nishizawa
8  On Our Involvement with Landscapes / Kumiko Inui
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12  Nobeoka Station Area Improvement Scheme
22  Shichigahama Elementary School & Junior High School
34  Mizunoki Museum of Art, Kameoka
38  Mikawa Elementary School & Junior High School Proposal Scheme
40  Maebashi Art Center Competition Scheme
42  Gunma Agricultural Technology Center Proposal Scheme
46  House O
48  House O'
50  Kyoai Commons
62  House K
64  Flower Shop H
76  Small House H
90  Asakusa Tourist Information Center Competition Scheme
94  Apartment I
106  Tasaki Ginza
107  Dior Ginza
108  Louis Vuitton Taipei Building
109  Louis Vuitton Osaka Hilton Plaza
112  Louis Vuitton Hong Kong Canton Road
114  Towada Art Center Proposal Scheme
116  Nakano-Shima Subway Station Competition Scheme
118  Shin-Yatsushiro Monument
124  AGC studio Office & Meeting Room Area
128  Jurgen Lehl Marunouchi
132  Jurgen Lehl Shinsaibashi
134  Kataokadai Kindergarten
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